ONLINE BACKUP
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WHY
BACKUP
ONLINE

SOFTWARE CORRUPTION
Software corruption or program error
is probably the best known form of
data loss.
VIRUSES, SPYWARE AND HACKERS
Protect your data from these threats.
DRIVE FAILURE
Up to 13% of hard drives crash
in their first year. Hard drives that
are over five years old have a 6%
chance of failing.
ACCIDENTIAL DELETION
43% of people lose irreplaceable
files every year
THEFT
Only 3 out of every 100 stolen
laptops are recovered.
DISASTER
Vital data is lost every year primarily
through accidental deletion. Other
factors that contribute to data loss
include e-crime, theft, fires, floods,
and other disasters.
COMPLIANCE
Host it can help you address
legislation surrounding data backup
archival and compliance. Our
solution meets many compliance
standard requirements and enables
your company to adhere to the
directives in the acts that apply to it.
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Protect Your

Data

Data is your most valuable asset! Traditional PC and Server backup
is expensive, time consuming and unreliable. Restoration of files is
often problematic. Research shows that 50% of companies that lose a
substantial amount of their critical data in a disaster never reopen for
business. Backup Vault from Host-it brings you our online backup service
that performs seamlessly in the background. Infinitely superior to traditional
backups on tape or disk, you don’t need to rely on error-sensitive media or
carry out manual actions. Backup Vault from Host-it automatically creates
backups that are instantly encrypted and stored offsite in our data centres.
All your data is available for retrieval 24/7. There are no capex costs to you.
Backup Vault scales with your business whatever its size. Backup Vault also
helps you address the compliance legislation for your industry. So if you
want peace of mind that your data is secure visit our website at www.hostit.ie and try us for free!

Benefits of
Online Backup
COMPLIANCE
Backup is an essential part of a
compliance plan. HIPPA, SOX,
Sarbnes oxley.
SECURE OFFSITE DATA STORAGE
AND PROTECTION
Your data is only retrievable by you.
Data is automatically encrypted
before being sent over a secure
internet connection to our offsite
data centres.

PEACE OF MIND
Backup Vault runs seamlessly in the
background. You decide when the
backup needs to be made and the
rest happens automatically.
FAST AND EASY TO USE
Recover data with the click of a
button anytime anywhere!
SUPPORT
Our experienced support team is
at your service 24/7/365.

AFFORDABLE
Backup Vault eliminates the need
for you to invest in the cost of
hardware and software.
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Databases
Correspondence
Invoicing records
Accounting related files
Plans and budgets
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Customer orders
Creditor and debtor records
Critical email and calendars
Client contact records

